INTRODUCTION

I. THEORY
It is well known that, only in the case of infinitesimal amplitudes, the vibration of elastic solids can be described by linear laws. In fact, if the vibration is of finite amplitude, the strain and stress tensors contain higher-order terms and they are no longer linearly related. 1'2 As a'consequence, the equations of motion become nonlinear. TM Therefore, vibra- A. Second-order, one-dimensional wave equation
The finite amplitude, flexural wave model is based on the nonlinear elasticity theory. All equations in this paper are expressed in Lagrangian coordinates. We call a the coordinate along the axis of the bar (Fig. 1) . The temperature of the system is considered to be constant and, therefore, all the elastic constants involved correspond to constant temperature. We consider an isotropic material in which only onedimensional flexural waves are propagating so that the displacement is. normal to the propagation direction and the strain is produced only in the direction of propagation. 
The nonlinear behavior of the material is usually described by the nonlinearity parameter which can be defined as the ratio of the coefficient of the nonlinear term to the linear one in the wave equation (7 As in the case of linear progressive flexural waves, there are some terms in Eq. (12) which decay exponentially with the propagating distance. Again, for large propagation distances these terms can be neglected while for the construction of the standing waves they are significant.
For sinusoidal excitation, the initial conditions are u(a=O,t)=Uo(t)=Uo e]'øt, f(a=O,t)=O.
By introducing these conditions in Eqs. (11) and (12) 
To apply the boundary conditions, the specific system has to be defined. The case studied here is a bar with free ends driven at the central section (Fig. l) . For this geometry and excitation, symmetry is given with respect to the central plane and, thus, it is sufficient to consider only one-half of 
II. EXPERIMENTS
The experimental setup for measuring the amplitude and frequency components of the particle velocity at different points along resonant specimens is shown in Fig. 6 . It consists of a driving system to excite the samples at resonance and a data acquisition equipment.
A. Excitation system
The excitation system consists of a specially designed electronic generator and a piezoelectric transducer. The electronic generator used to drive the transducer implements a feedback system to automatically adjust the excitation frequency to the transducer's resonant frequency? In addition, a newly designed switching circuit produces periodic interruptions of the excitation signal; this controls the time of excitation to keep the temperature of the sample constant?
The driving transducer, a resonant system at about 23 kHz, is constructed from an assembly of two half-wave elements: A piezoelectric sandwich and a stepped horn (see Fig. 6 ). The sandwich element consists of four piezoelectric ceramics between two metallic cylindrical rods. The stepped horn acts as a mechanical amplifier to achieve higher vibration amplitudes at its thinner termination where the sample is attached.
B. Samples
The samples, made of a titanium alloy (Ti 6AI 4V, a material commonly used in the construction of high-power transducers), are designed as prismatic bars with uniform and stepped profiles (Fig. 6) end sections (Fig. 7) , lead to higher harmonic generation. For the stepped samples, the resonance condition is obtained from the boundary conditions [ Fig. 7(a) The effect of the section discontinuity on the strain amplitude is depicted in Fig. 7 . It is evident that with this type of samples it is possible to achieve appreciable h•monic generation in the end sections applying line• excitation in the central section.
C. Data acquisition system
The main feature of the data :a. cquisition system is that it is nonintrusive. The amplitude of the diSplaceme:nt is mea- Stepped bars were used leading to effective strain increase in the external thinner zones located far from the excitation point (Fig. 7) . The experimentally obtained result for a stepped bar (lollb= 1.7, h,lhb=3) driven at the frequency f2 is shown in Fig. 11 . In this case, a considerable harmonic generation is observed with linear excitatio n .
To compute the nonlinear, theoretical values for the stepped bar samples described above, the boundary condi- To achieve higher strain amplitudes, the experimental work was carded out with stepped prismatic bars. The measurements showed good agreement with theoretical predictions. This agreement verifies the value for the compressional nonlinearity parameter/5oe for the Ti 6AI 4V material which was obtained in an earlier paper by the authors?
